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SUMMARY: Our observations of the quiet Sun with the NST have yielded unan-
ticipated results on smal-scale solar dynamic. Althought small-scale solar dynamic
have been well-studied, the NST is enabling us to probe finer scale dynamic exploit-
ing higher spatial resolution.
We discuss NST resutls from data taken 29th July 2009 using an broadband filter
centered on TiO 705.7nm spectral line. Data are from the center of the solar disk
where we observed quiet Sun.
We registered bright-point like structures in most of the intergranular lanes. They
vary in behaviour and evolution. Co-registered solar oscillations tend to congregate
near certain types of bright-point like structures. The oscillations with maximum
power tend to appear only above or near these structures.
Work is accepted and presented at AGU annual fall meeting 2009 in San Francisco,
USA as poster.
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1. Introduction
The resolution of the 1.6 m NST at BBSO gave us the unique opportunity to observe previously
unresolved structures. Previous research established that observed oscillatory behavior prefers inter-granular
lanes in a seemingly stochastic manner. The resolution of 0.1 gave me opportunity to check this point.
2. Data
The data-set used for this work is part of observing sequence obtained on 29th July 2009. Nasymth
optical setup that consists from TiO broadband filter and PCO camera is used at NST at BBSO. A filter
has central wavelength at 705.68nm and bandpass 1nm. The quiet Sun at the centre of the disk is observed.
The data sequence consist of 120 speckle reconstructed images with cadence of 15s. Speckle reconstruction
was done with KISIP code [Woegler et al. 2008].
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3. Results
Fig. 1. A granulation image obtained with NST. Although the quiet Sun is observed the amount of the
bright-point like structures in the inter-granular lanes is much larger than expected. Due to the molecular
nature of the observed line we assume that it behaves in similar way as G-Band.
Fig. 2. The image shows the locations of the registered oscillatory power. The oscillatory power is
represented with the blue contours. Shown is all of the registered oscillatory power above 80% of the maximum
registered power appears above the bright-point like structures or very close by.
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Fig. 3. The scatter plot presents the position of the all registered oscillatory power vs image intensity.
Opposite to findings of previous research, the majority of the observed power is located above the brighter
structures, as demonstrated in image above, too.
4. Analysis and Conclusions
The data-set was speckle reconstructed. Oscillations were registered using wavelet analysis with special
care taken to pay attention only to the oscillations that were at least 95% significant. The frequency range
of analyzed oscillations was from 1.4mHz to 33mHz.
The position of the oscillations mostly above the bright-point like structures indicate the significant
role of the magnetic field in either their creation or their propagation.
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